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ABSTRACT
Drug reviews play a very significant role in providing crucial medical care information for
both healthcare professionals and consumers. Customers are utilizing online review sites to
voice opinions and express sentiments about experienced drugs. However, a potential buyer
typically finds it very hard to go through all comments before making a purchase decision.
Another big challenge is the unstructured and textual nature of the reviews, which makes it
difficult for readers to classify comments into meaningful insights. For these reasons, this
paper primarily aims to classify the side effect level and effectiveness level of prescribed
drugs by using text analytics and predictive models within SAS® Enterprise
Miner™. Additionally, the paper explores specific effectiveness and potential side effects of
each prescription drug through sentiment analysis and text mining within SAS® Visual Text
Analytics. The study’s results show that the best performing model for side effect level
classification is the rule-based model with a validation misclassification rate at 27.1%.
Regarding effectiveness level classification, the text rule builder model also works best with
a 22.4% validation misclassification rate. These models are further validated by using a
transfer learning algorithm to evaluate performance and generalization. The results can be
used to develop practical guidelines and useful references to facilitate prospective patients
in making better informed purchase decisions.

INTRODUCTION
With the rapid growth in the number of available online reviews sites and discussion boards,
today’s consumers are increasingly relying on online resources to aid in purchase decisions.
Review sites provide existing customers the opportunity to share objective feedback about
products and services they have personal experience with, which in turn facilitates
prospective consumers purchase decisions. According to recent customer behavior surveys,
nearly 95% of shoppers read online reviews before making a purchase (Spiegel Research
Center, 2017) and 97% of buyers consider online reviews as a major useful source of
information when making a purchase decision (Fan and Fuel, 2016). Typically, online drug
reviews consist of two parts - ratings and textual comments. While ratings indicate the
overall evaluation of customer using a numeric scale, textual comments can often provide
more useful insights into the effectiveness and side effects of the drug, which overall ratings
cannot. However, with the increasing number of textual comments from users, it has
become more and more challenging for potential users to go through all reviews before
making decisions. Therefore, an efficient structured algorithm is needed to explore the
reviews and classify them into meaningful features which can serve as helpful
recommendation to potential buyers. In view of that, the primary goal of this study is to
construct a data-mining model to classify the side effect level and effectiveness level of
prescription drugs. Additionally, the study also attempts to detect the potential side effects
and explore specific effectiveness of each prescribed drug to facilitate prospective patients
in selecting the best drug for treatment. The training data are collected from druglib.com to
build predictive models which are then validated using additional data gathered from
drugs.com using transfer learning. The results of the study are expected to help develop
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some useful references and practical guidelines for prospective drug users in making
informed purchase decisions.

DATA PREPARATION
DATA SOURCE
The data for this research paper are retrieved from two independent websites, Druglib.com
and Drugs.com, which are among the largest and most widely visited pharmaceutical
information resources for both consumers and healthcare professionals. These datasets are
stored in ‘.tsv’ (tab separated values) files and originally compiled by Felix Gräßer et al.,
2018. The data are available for download within the UC Irvine Machine Learning Repository
(UC-Irvine, 2018). The downloaded datasets are converted to excel format and then
imported to SAS® Enterprise Miner and SAS® Visual Text Analytics for further analysis.

DATA DICTIONARY
The first dataset from Druglib.com consists of patient reviews on 541 drugs along with
1,808 related conditions. Reviews are provided on three aspects including benefits, side
effects and overall comment. Similarly, ratings are also available for three aspects: 5-level
side effect rating, 5-level effectiveness rating, and 10-star overall satisfaction rating. There
are a total of 4,143 observations with nine attributes as shown in Table 1 below:
Variable
ID
UrlDrugName
Condition
BenefitsReview
Effectiveness

SideEffectsReview
SideEffects

CommentsReview
Rating

Description
Index of review entry
Name of drug
Patient condition (reason for using drug)
Patient review on benefits
5-level effectiveness rating
(Ineffective, Marginally Effective, Moderately Effective,
Considerably Effective, Highly Effective)
Patient review on side effects
5-level side effect rating
(No Side Effects, Mild Side Effects, Moderate Side
Effects, Severe Side Effects, Extremely Severe Side
Effects)
Patient overall comment
10-star overall satisfaction rating

Datatype
Numerical
Categorical
Text
Text
Categorical

Text
Categorical

Text
Numerical

Table 1 - Variables in the Druglib.com dataset
A screenshot of the data retrieved from Druglib.com is provided in Figure 1 below:

Figure 1 - Partial data from the Druglib.com dataset
The second dataset from Drugs.com provides patient reviews on 3,654 drugs along with 836
related conditions and a 10-star patient rating which reflects overall patient satisfaction.
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There are a total of 215,063 observations in the dataset with seven attributes as presented
in Table 2 below:
Variable
ID
DrugName
Condition
Review
Date
Rating
UsefulCount

Description
Index of review entry
Name of drug
Patient condition (reason for using drug)
Patient review
Date of review entry
10-star overall satisfaction rating
Number of users who found the review useful

Datatype
Numerical
Categorical
Categorical
Text
Date
Numerical
Numerical

Table 2 - Variables in the Drugs.com dataset
A screenshot of the data retrieved from Drugs.com is provided in Figure 2 below:

Figure 2 - Partial data from the Drugs.com dataset

METHODOLOGY
APPROACH

Figure 3 – Analysis approach

TARGET VARIABLES
The severity of side effects and the level of effectiveness in the Druglib.com dataset are
rated by reviewers using the 5-point Likert scale, while those in the Drugs.com are not
rated. We randomly pick a subsample from the Drugs.com dataset and manually annotate
labels of side effect levels and effectiveness levels. In order to reduce the workload and the
confusion of labeling, we create new target variables for the Druglib.com dataset as
following:
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Target Variables

Values
Level Frequency count (%)
No Side Effects
0
131 (20.00%)
SideEffectLevel
Mild / Moderate Side Effects
1
420 (64.12%)
Severe / Extremely Severe Side Effects
2
104 (15.88%)
Ineffective
0
61 (9.31 %)
EffectivenessLevel Marginally / Moderately Effective
1
128 (19.54%)
Considerably / Highly Effective
2
466 (71.15%)

Table 3 – Model target variables

SIDE EFFECT CLASSIFICATION
To classify the side effect levels of drugs from users’ reviews, the following text mining and
predictive modeling process is implemented.

Figure 4 - Modeling diagram for side effect classification
The process flow and certain settings for individual nodes are customized based on best
recommended practices in text analytics (Chakraborty, Pagolu, & Garla, 2014).
In this process flow, the “SideEffectLevel” variable is set as the categorical target variable
and the “SideEffectsReview” variable is set as the text input variable to build predictive
models for side effect level classification. These models are implemented by employing text
mining for features identification and machine learning techniques for building classification
models.

DATA PARTITION
The druglib.com dataset is imported to SAS® Enterprise Miner™ 14.3 via the Import File
node and then partitioned in to 70% training data and 30% validation data via the Data
Partition node.

TEXT PARSING

Figure 5 - Text Parsing results for reviews on side effects
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TEXT FILTER

Figure 6 - Text Filter results for reviews on side effects

Concept links

Figure 7 - Concept links for the term “pain”
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The concept link diagram in Figure 7 shows that the term “pain” is associated with such
terms as “muscle pain”, “back pain”, “abdominal pain”, “stomach pain”, “joint pain”. This
indicates that these are some commonly found “pain” side effects of prescription drugs.

TEXT CLUSTERING

Figure 8 - Text Cluster node results for reviews on side effects

Figure 9 - Text Cluster descriptive terms for reviews on side effects
Text Cluster node generates eight well-separated clusters as shown in Figure 8 and Figure
9. Cluster 7 has the highest frequency (22%) with such descriptive terms as “week”, “start”,
“feel”, “first”, “morning”, “hour”, “feeling”, etc., which often occur together. This implies
that some side effects from the above cluster could be related to bad feeling, not feeling like
to eat in the morning, or hard to sleep at night which often happen on the first few days/
weeks using the drugs.

TEXT TOPIC

Figure 10 - Text Topic results for reviews on side effects
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Figure 10 shows 15 different topics with corresponding number of terms in each topic and
number of documents that contain the topic terms. For example, topic 2 indicates that drug
users may experience some side effects like severe nausea or diarrhea, whereas topic 5
addresses other side effects related to pains in muscle, chest, join, or abdominal pains.
Topic 7 mentions dry mouth or dry skin as possible side effects while from topic 12, other
major concerns that reviewers express are regarding the extreme horrible mood or anxiety.
Meanwhile, topic 11 indicates that some reviewers experience no side effect at all.

TEXT RULE BUILDER
The Text Rule Builder node is a Boolean rule-based categorizer that automatically generates
an ordered set of rules that are useful in describing and predicting the target variable
(SideEffectLevel).
The Text Rule Builder node is designed with five different settings (Very High/ High/
Medium/ Low/ Very Low) for Generalization Error, Purity of Rules and Exhaustiveness.


Generalization Error determines the predicted probability for rules that use an
untrained dataset. Higher values do a better job of preventing overtraining at a cost of
not finding potentially useful rules.



Purity of Rules determines how selective each rule is by controlling the maximum pvalue necessary to add a term to a rule. Highest value results in the fewest, purest rules
while lowest value results in the most rules that handle the most terms.



Exhaustiveness determines the exhaustiveness of the rule search process, or how
many potential rules are considered at each step. As Exhaustiveness increases, the
amount of time that the Text Rule Builder node requires and the probability of
overtraining the model are also increased.

Given the above setting properties, after trial and error, the customized setting with very
high Generalization Error, very low Purity of Rules and medium Exhaustiveness produces
the best results with lowest validation Misclassification Rate and Average Square Error in
classifying side effect levels.
The Text Rule Builder node also has one special feature – the Change Target Values
window that allows active learning so that a user can interact with the algorithm to
iteratively build a better predictive model. Specifically, the Change Target Values window
enables the flexibility to view and reassign target values, then rerun the Text Rule
Builder node and iteratively refine the model.

Figure 11 – The Change Target Values Window from Text Rule Builder node
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Figure 11 shows some observations when a rule predicted a target value that is different
from the assigned target value. For example, the first row mentions about mild tiredness,
mild joint aches, and slight difficult sleeping, all of which suggest that the level of side effect
should be 1 (Mild/ Moderate Side Effect). Hence, the assigned Target value should be
changed from 0 to 1 which matches the predicted target value. Similarly, for the fourth
observations, the comment addresses about two possible side effects of the drug, whereas
the original target value is 0 (No Side Effect). Therefore, the assigned target should be
changed from 0 to 1. For the last observation in Figure 11, given the severe side effects
described in the comment, the assigned target value should be changed from 1 to 2 to
accurately reflect the true level/ degree of the side effects. Overall, by utilizing the adaptive
learning feature of the Text Rule Builder node, we can improve the resulting text
categorization accuracy.
Some of the final rules generated by the Text Rule Builder model node are provided as
below.

Figure 12 - Text Rule Builder results for classifying reviews on side effects
The above Rules Obtained table displays some rules for predicting the target variable. For
example, Rule 52 says that for a document to satisfy this rule, it must contain the term “no
side effect” so the target variable is assigned value “0”. Similarly, Rule 10, 7, 8, and 1
mention that if the comment contains any one of those terms “occasional”, “a bit”,
“slightly”, or “mild”, then it is classified as level 1 side effect (target value =1). Meanwhile,
based on rules 42 and 43, if a document has such terms as “horrible”, “severe”, “extreme”,
the target variable should be assigned value “2”.
The order of the rules for each category in the table is important. The rule in the first row
for each category is discovered by considering all documents and is the first rule that is
added into the rule set. The rule in the second row of the table for each category is learned
by analyzing all documents that were not covered by the first rule, and so on. The
remaining columns in the table indicate the accuracy of the rules. Take rule 43 for example,
this rule has a valid precision of 94.19% which implies that the precision (True Positive/
Total Category) in validation data for all rules up to this point in the table for the target
value in matching documents that are actually assigned to that target value is 94.19%. The
number of correctly matching documents in the validation data for this rule is 43 out of total
48 documents that match this rule, as indicated by the Valid True Positive/ Total column.
The Text Rule Builder model is then compared with other data mining models including
Regression, Decision Tree, and Neural Network to find out the optimal model in classifying
side effects reviews into three respective levels of rating. As previously mentioned in Figure
4, in all these models, the categorical variable “SideEffectLevel” is set as the target variable
and the text variable “SideEffectsReview” is set as the input variable. Other key settings are
specified as below.
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REGRESSION
The Regression node is set up with below settings:


Model selection method is set to Stepwise



Model selection criterion is set to Validation Misclassification

DECISION TREE
The Decision Tree node is set up with below settings:


Subtree selection method is set to Assessment (i.e., the smallest subtree with the best
assessment value is chosen)



Subtree assessment measure is set to Misclassification

NEURAL NETWORK
After trial and error, the Neural Network node is set up with below setting:


Network architecture: Normalized Radial Basis Function with equal width and height



Number of hidden units: 3



Target Layer Combination Function: Linear



Target Layer Activation Function: Softmax



Target Layer Error Function: MBernoulli (Multiple Bernoulli)



Model selection criterion is set to Misclassification

MODEL COMPARISON
The Model Comparison node is connected to all four predictive model nodes including Text
Rule Builder, Regression, Decision Tree, and Neural Network to find out the optimal model
in classifying side effects reviews into three respective levels of rating. The settings for the
Model Comparison node are set up as following:


Model selection statistic: Misclassification Rate



Model selection table: Validation

The Model Comparison results are provided in the below table.

Figure 13 – Fit statistics comparison between models for side effect level
classification.
Given the study’s decision prediction goal, the most relevant selection criteria to rate model
performance should be based on the Validation Misclassification Rate. Figure 13 indicates
that among the four competing models, the Text Rule Builder appears to be the best
performing model in classifying side effect reviews into the three respective levels (No Side
Effects – Mild/ Moderate Side Effects - Severe / Extremely Severe Side Effects) since it has
the lowest Validation Misclassification Rate at 27.06% as compared to the other three
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models. Additionally, this rule-based model also performed better than three remaining
models in terms of lowest Validation Average Square Error and highest values for all other
three metrics (Kolmogorov-Smirnov Statistics, Roc Index, and Gini Coefficient).

EFFECTIVENESS LEVEL CLASSIFICATION
To classify the effectiveness level of drugs from patients’ benefits comments, the following
text mining and predictive modeling process is implemented.

Figure 14 – Modeling diagram for effectiveness classification
The process flow is basically similar to that of side effect level classification, apart from the
difference that the categorical target variable is now set to be “EffectivenessLevel” and the
text input variable is “benefitsReview”.

DATA PARTITION
The druglib.com dataset is imported to SAS® Enterprise Miner™ 14.3 via the Import File
node and then partitioned into 70% training data and 30% validation data via the Data
Partition node.

TEXT PARSING

Figure 15 - Text Parsing results for reviews on effectiveness
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Some of the most commonly used words by reviewers in the comments are “benefit”,
“effective”, “better”, “improve”, etc., which is expected as these words generally relate to
some benefits of prescription drugs.

TEXT FILTER

Figure 16 - Text Filter results for reviews on effectiveness

Concept Links

Figure 17 - Concept links for the term “improve”
The concept links in Figure 17 show that improvement in mood, skin, energy, memory,
sleep, ability are possible effects of analyzed drugs.
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TEXT CLUSTERING

Figure 18 – Text Cluster node results for reviews on effectiveness

Figure 19 - Text Cluster descriptive terms for reviews on effectiveness
The Text Cluster node generates eight well-separated clusters as shown in Figure 18 and
Figure 19. Cluster 7 has the highest frequency (58%) with such descriptive terms as “help”,
“skin”, “able”, “clear”, “improve”, “look”, “reduce”, “feel”, “better”, etc., which often occur
together. This indicates that some effectiveness from the above cluster could be regarding
better sleep, acne cleared, improved skin/ look, reduced anxiety, and better feeling.

TEXT TOPIC

Figure 20 - Text Topic results for reviews on effectiveness
Figure 20 shows 15 different topics with corresponding number of terms in each topic and
number of documents that contain the topic terms. Topic 1 shows that there are some
drugs which benefits outweigh side effects. Topic 7 identifies some improvement in skin
treatment like reducing lines and wrinkles, whereas, topic 11 addresses lower blood
pressure. Topic 15 indicates that some medicines only show slightly effectiveness.
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TEXT RULE BUILDER
The Text Rule Builder node generates an ordered set of rules that together are useful in
describing and predicting the target variable (EffectivenessLevel). After trial and error, the
customized setting with very low Generalization Error, very low Purity of Rules and low
Exhaustiveness produce the best results with lowest Validation Misclassification Rate and
Average Squared Error.

Figure 21 - Text Rule Builder results for reviews on effectiveness
These rules are presented as the conjunction of terms and their negations. For example,
Rule 5 "greatly & ~brown spot" says that for a document to satisfy this rule, it must contain
the term “greatly” and should not contain the term “brown spot”.

MODEL COMPARISON
The Model Comparison node is connected to all four predictive model nodes including Text
Rule Builder, Regression, Decision Tree, and Neural Network to find out the optimal model
in classifying benefits reviews into three respective levels of rating. As previously mentioned
in Figure 14, in all these models, the categorical variable “EffectivenessLevel” is set as the
target variable and the text variable “benefitsReview” is set as the input variable. The Model
selection statistic is set to be the Validation Misclassification Rate.
The Model Comparison results are provided as below.

Figure 22 – Fit statistics comparison between models for effectiveness level
classification
Figure 22 indicates that Text Rule Builder is still the best performing model in classifying
benefits reviews into three effectiveness levels (Ineffective – Marginally / Moderately
Effective - Considerably / Highly Effective) since it has the lowest Validation Misclassification
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rate at 22.44% as compared to the other three models. This rule-based model also
performs better than three remaining models in terms of lowest Validation Average Square
Error and highest values for all other three metrics (Kolmogorov-Smirnov Statistics, Roc
Index, and Gini Coefficient).

GENERALIZATION
The best performing model in side effect levels classification is scored on a new independent
score dataset to evaluate model validation and generalization. The score dataset is created
by randomly picking a sample of 500 observations from the second original dataset
retrieved from Drugs.com with manually annotated labels. The results from scoring are
provided as below.

SCORING RESULTS FOR SIDE EFFECT LEVEL CLASSIFICATION

Figure 23 - Comparison of probability distribution of side effect level classification
across train, validate, and score datasets
Figure 23 illustrates the probability distribution of each side effect level’s categorization
across train, validate, and score datasets. For example, the three vertical histograms on the
far left depict the probability distribution of classifying users’ comments into level 2 rating
(Severe / Extremely Severe Side Effects) across three independent datasets. These three
histograms have similar patterns (gradually decreasing) either in the train dataset (first
row), in the validate dataset (second row), or in the score dataset (third row). The same
rules can be observed in the distribution of the probability of categorizing drug users’
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comments into level 1 rating - Mild / Moderate Side Effects (evidenced by the three vertical
histograms in the middle) or into level 0 rating - No Side Effects (shown by the three
vertical histograms on the far right). Also, looking from a horizontal dimension, the
histograms depict different patterns across three levels, thus the model seems to work well
in classification among three respective levels.
Overall, the histograms show consistent patterns for each rating level across various
datasets, and different patterns across three levels. This implies that the selected text rule
builder model is stable and robust, therefore can be used for further generalization in
classifying drug side effect levels.

SCORING RESULTS FOR EFFECTIVENESS LEVEL CLASSIFICATION

Figure 24 - Comparison of probability distribution of effectiveness level
classification across train, validate, and score datasets
Figure 24 illustrates the probability distribution of categorizing each effectiveness level
across train, validate, and score datasets. Similar to the scoring results of side effect
classification, the histograms for effectiveness classification have consistent patterns for
each rating level across train, validate and score datasets. This implies that the selected
text rule builder model is working well in classifying the reviews in the score dataset into
three respective levels of drug benefits rating.
To sum up, the scoring results for both side effect classification and effectiveness
classification indicate that the probability distribution of classifying users’ comments into
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three respective levels of either side effects or effectiveness in the score dataset looks
considerably similar to those in the training and validation datasets. This essentially implies
that the selected Text Rule Builder models are validated and likely to work well for the score
data, hence, they can be further improved for generalization in drug reviews classification.

DRUG EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
SENTIMENT ANALYSIS BY SAS VISUAL TEXT ANALYTICS
In order to detect or evaluate the specific effectiveness of a given drug, users’ overall
reviews for anti-depression drugs from Drugs.com have been subset to a new dataset
(approximately 14,425 reviews). This subset is then imported to SAS Visual Text Analytics
for Natural Language Processing (using Concepts and Text Parsing), Sentiment Analysis,
Feature Extraction (via Text Topic), and Text Modeling (i.e., Document Categorization).

Figure 25 – Sentiment analysis flow

Concepts

Figure 26 – Number of documents per concept
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As shown in Figure 26, predefined concepts such as nlpDate, nlpMeasure, nlpMoney,
nlpOrganization, nlpPerson, and nlpPlace are built by the Concept node to extract useful
facts that could be helpful for indexing and searching, as well as additional analysis (for
example, automatic concept extraction in future narratives). Most of the documents fall into
nlpNounGroup, nlpMeasure, and nlpDate concepts.

Text Parsing
The Text Parsing node automatically extracts terms and noun groups from text by
associating different parts of speech and understanding the context. Figure 27 below
displays the proportion of Kept versus Drop terms across different groups.

Figure 27 – Proportion of Kept versus Drop terms across different groups

Sentiment
The Sentiment node uses a domain-independent model that is included with SAS Visual Text
Analytics. This rules-based analytic model computes sentiment relevancy for each post and
classifies the emotion in unstructured text as positive, negative, or neutral. The results of
Sentiment node are embedded in the Topic node’s results as shown in Figure 28.

Text Topic

Figure 28 – Sentiment across different topics
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Figure 28 demonstrates the sentiment classification across different topics. Overall, the
documents that are categorized as negative sentiment accounts for large proportion in each
topic. This implies that the overall reviews in the anti-depression data subset from
drugs.com are mostly regarding side effects of the drugs. Some examples of observed
common effects (both positive and negative) are provided in Figure 29 below.

Figure 29 – Users’ experienced effects from anti-depression drugs

TEXT ANALYTICS BY SAS ENTERPRISE MINER

Figure 30 - Unsupervised learning diagram for drug effectiveness evaluation
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Figure 30 illustrates the process flow for unsupervised text analytics. For this part, only
users’ overall reviews for five common anti-depression drugs have been chosen for analysis.
The SAS dataset for each of these drugs is created and imported into SAS® Enterprise
Miner 14.3, which is then partitioned into two datasets using the Filter node, one for low
and medium ratings (from 1 to 7) and the other for high ratings (from 8 to 10). Next, text
analytics with unsupervised learning algorithm is applied on these datasets, in which the
overall ‘reviews’ variable is treated as the only text variable with no target variable in order
to evaluate the effectiveness of each drug. The node properties settings for Text Parsing,
Text Topic, and Text Cluster are customized the same as those in the Side Effect
Classification part. Only the settings for “Term Weight” option and “Minimum Number of
Documents” option in the Text Filter node are switched to default settings. The final results
from the Text Cluster nodes for each drug are provided as below.

Wellbutrin XL

Figure 31 - Text Cluster node output for Wellbutrin XL rating 1-7 data
Figure 31 shows eight clusters generated for Wellbutrin XL 1-7 rating data. Clusters 8 and 1
have highest frequency percentages, indicating some potential common effects of Wellbutrin
XL are dry mouth, headache, and loss of appetite.

Figure 32 - Text Cluster node output for Wellbutrin XL rating 8-10 data
Figure 32 shows six clusters generated for Wellbutrin XL 8-10 rating data. Cluster 3 has
highest frequency percentage at 25%, indicating some effectiveness of Wellbutrin XL are
positive effect, better feeling, happy mood, and more energy.

Lexapro

Figure 33 - Text Cluster node output for Lexapro rating 1-7 data
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Fourteen clusters are generated for Lexapro 1-7 rating data as shown in Figure 33. The top
frequency percentage clusters depict that some possible common effects of Lexapro are
headache, weight gain, nausea, nightmare, and insomnia.

Figure 34 - Text Cluster node output for Lexapro rating 8-10 data
Figure 34 identifies nine clusters for Lexapro 8-10 rating data. Clusters 2, 6, and 1 have
highest frequency percentage, indicating some effectiveness of Lexapro are life saving, able
to help, finally work better.

Prozac

Figure 35 - Text Cluster node output for Prozac rating 1-7 data
Ten clusters are generated for Prozac 1-7 rating data as shown in Figure 35. Most of the
terms in high frequency clusters show negative side effects, examples being severe anxiety,
trouble sleeping, often happening in the morning.

Figure 36 - Text Cluster node output for Prozac rating 8-10 data
Figure 36 shows that six clusters are generated for Prozac 8-10 rating data. Cluster 2 has
highest frequency percentages, which indicates that Prozac receives some good reviews like
a better feeling and happy mood.
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Cymbalta

Figure 37 - Text Cluster node output for Cymbalta rating 1-7 data
There are seven generated clusters for Cymbalta 1-7 rating data as shown in Figure 37.
Clusters 4 and 1 have highest frequency percentages. Overall, Cymbalta is likely to have
more side effects than benefits, some symptoms being nausea, back pain, sweating, weight
gain, dizziness, and anxiety.

Figure 38 - Text Cluster node output for Cymbalta rating 8-10 data
Figure 38 demonstrates 12 clusters that are generated for Cymbalta 8-10 rating data.
Clusters 4, 5, 8, and 12 have highest frequency percentages, which show a blend of both
benefits and side effects. Some reviewers compliment this drug as best, helpful, life saving
anti-depressant treatment, whereas others claim a couple of negative effects including
insomnia, nausea, headache, weight gain, loss of appetite, dizziness, and suicidal thought.

Effexor

Figure 39 - Text Cluster node output for Effexor rating 1-7 data
Seven clusters are generated for Effexor 1-7 rating data as shown in Figure 39. Cluster 2
has highest frequency percentages, which implies that some side effects of Effexor are that
it takes long time for the drug to show effects, trouble sleeping, horrible feelings,
numbness, and sweating.
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Figure 40 - Text Cluster node output for Effexor rating 8-10 data
Figure 40 depicts six clusters generated for Effexor 8-10 rating data. Clusters 6 and 1 have
highest frequency percentages, which implies that some effectiveness of Effexor are happy
mood, well working antidepressant. Other experienced side effects are sweating, crying, and
weight gain.

COMPARISON OF EFFECTIVENESS OF FIVE DRUGS
Drug

Low-rating effects

Wellbutrin
XL

dry mouth, headache, loss of
appetite
headache, weight gain, nausea,
nightmare, insomnia
severe anxiety, trouble
sleeping, mostly in the morning
nausea, back pain, sweating,
weight gain, dizziness, anxiety
trouble sleeping, horrible
feelings, numbness, sweating,
take long time to show effects

Lexapro
Prozac
Cymbalta
Effexor

High-rating effects
better feeling, happy
mood, more energy
life-saving, able to help,
finally work better

Average
rating
7.59
7.58

better feeling, happy mood

7.29

best, helpful, life-saving
anti-depressant treatment

6.47

happy mood, well working
antidepressant

5.82

Table 4 – Comparison of effectiveness of five anti-depressant drugs
Table 4 helps understand the specific benefits and side effects of each of the five selected
prescribed anti-depression drugs, which can serve as practical guidelines to prospective
clients in making informed decisions of choosing the best and suitable drug for antidepressant treatment. For example, they may take into thorough consideration the possible
side effects of a given drug and determine if the benefits can outweigh the side effects and
then compare these features with those of other similar drugs. Hence, overall, sentiment
analysis and text analytics with unsupervised learning algorithm as analyzed above can
facilitate patients in exploring experienced users’ reviews and provide them with helpful
recommendations in selecting the best drug for their treatment.

CONCLUSION
Increasingly, customers are using social media and other Internet-based applications (e.g.,
online review sites, discussion forums) to express their sentiments on experienced drugs.
These reviews contain a wealth of useful information regarding user preferences and
experiences over multiple prescription drugs which can be further leveraged to provide
valuable insights to both health care professionals and drug users. However, given the
unstructured, qualitative, and textual nature of the comments, potential customers would
find it overwhelmingly challenging to go through all online reviews before making purchase
decisions. The present paper utilizes best practices of text mining and supervised learning
algorithm within SAS® Enterprise Miner™ 14.3 to perform text analytics on online drugs
reviews for feature engineering. Multiple predictive models are then optimized and trained
on the extracted feature representations, among which the Text Rule Builder is found to be
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the best performing model for drug side effects classification as well as for effectiveness
classification. In addition, the paper also examines the transferability of the selected trained
classification models to ensure for better validation and generalization across independent
data sources. Further, unsupervised sentiment analysis and text mining using SAS® Visual
Text Analytics from SAS® Viya are also employed to detect the specific side effects and
effectiveness of several selected anti-depression drugs which can serve as practical
guidelines for potential users. Overall, the study expects to provide valuable insights to
assist prospective drug users in making informed purchase decisions and improve
monitoring public health by revealing collective experience. A future challenge would be
fully analyzing the reviews at deeper level by employing more sophisticated aspect-based
sentiment analysis and more powerful advanced machine learning models for improved
results.
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